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“The ‘truest’ thing about these experiences is now neither
that it was from hour to hour thus and so; nor is it my fairly
accurate ‘memory’ of how it was from hour to hour in chronological progression; but rather as it turns up in recall in no
such order, casting its lights and associations forward and
backward upon the then past and the then future.”
—James Agee
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Cast of Principal Characters
Boris (Baron Boris Bai Khristo), a member of the Russian
peerage, and a member of an old obscure noble line, the
House of Bai Khristo. The most remarkable thing about
him was his exceedingly long and curly moustache. Both
his beard and moustache were antique walrus-white in
color. His eyes seemed misleadingly small because of
their contrast with his huge nose which surged out and
then curved downwards in a smooth arc, it was the rudder
of his face, and the index of his will.
Cliff (saloon proprietor), was a Caucasian, a rotund man, a
saloon keeper, a man of parts, and in the world of this little Alaskan village he had become an institution. Cliff did
not simply climb the ladder to his present place of social
eminence; pressures of the village environment caused his
evolvement into a man that fitted perfectly into his niche.
Dan (better known as Dangerous Dan), was a crack shot as
a seal bounty hunter, a wolf bounty hunter, and an inveterate bootlegger. He acquired the nickname ‘dangerous’
quiet, instantaneous, hellacious, fearsome response to any
word or act he deemed disrespectful.
Deji (Alaskan Malamute), a quiet dog with a dignified
temperament. Though he was loyal to his master he was
distinctly not a fawning one-man dog. It’s conceivable
that some malamutes may like both women and babies
but Deji was not of that company. This was an unfortunate circumstance because both my wife Sophie, and our
daughter Raven very much admired Deji.
Gus (Gustav Tjgaard), the narrator, suffers from an insidious disease; i.e., an incurable addiction to Sophie, an addiction which certainly qualifies as a type of psychosis.
James Worrell M.D. (Doctor in charge of cannery clinic),
was an excellent physician in all medical respects except
vii
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for the incidental flaw of chronic alcoholism. The doctor’s
incessant tippling was, of course, common knowledge in
the village, but the doctor was convinced that, of course,
no one had even the slightest suspicion of his single malt
thirst.
Marmalade (a Scotch-fold hypocat), he was very much like
any other aggressive, bulky, sour-tempered, irascible cat
with mottled orange fur that happens to be endowed with
the curmudgeon personality of an H.C. Mencken.
Mike Goodman (Salmon Cannery Manager), a soured-tempered man of Icelandic root, who had a reputation of earning money for salmon cannery owners at the expense of
his fishermen. However he was a moderately reasonable
boss, he yelled at employees only during working hours.
Percy (Percy Pringle), Percy was an elementary teacher who
taught school in a village on Kupreanof Island. He was
something of an anomaly, an older man, unretired who
still plied his trade. He was a music lover, a lover of tea,
he loved children and I suspected he also loved my wife
Sophie.
Rumpus (my Norwegian Forest Cat), he is muddy and makes
faces like no cat I have ever known. Despite his being
rude, biting me on my heels, destroying my leather sofa
he was still my favorite animal. Unlike most cats, Norwegian forest cats tend to enjoy the whole family rather
than bond with only one person. They are not lap cats and
prefer sitting or curling up beside their human fellows.
They make it quite clear they don’t like to be held, cuddled, restrained or participate in any form of affection that
involves human lips. Petting is warmly welcomed, while
most enjoy being groomed.
Sophie (Countess Sophie Olga Veniaminov), a title derived
from being the daughter of Graf Veniaminov. She was an
exquisite vision of femininity, who alas, suffered from
the insidious, incurable piscatorial disease of fly-angling,
an addiction which some consider analogous to a tear in
one’s moral fabric.

Preface
The Tongass National Forest Rain Forest Site
The Alexander Archipelago was named by the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey in 1867 to honor Alexander II, Tsar of
Russia. It is a group of about 1,100 islands (actually the tops
of a submerged section of the Coast Ranges) off the coast of
southeastern Alaska. The Alexander Archipelago is lapped
by Pacific waves and washed by coastal rains. When the glaciers retreated from the North Pacific Coast ten thousand
years ago, the level of the sea dropped, exposing a maze of
islands separated by wide straits and narrow passages.
The archipelago a world unto itself, separated from the rest
of the North American Continent. To the east it is flanked by
ragged, perennially snow-capped Coastal Mountains. These
are the mountains that the people of the Northwest call Cascadia. They are glaciated mountains whose westward faces
often plunge into the sea so abruptly that a boat can be only
50 feet from shore and still have 500 feet of water beneath her
keel. It’s separated to the west by the gaping expanse of Pacific
Ocean. The archipelago is a long and convoluted network of
deep fjords, narrow channels, and rockbound islands. Deep,
fjord-like channels separate the islands and cut them off from
the mainland. All the islands are rugged, densely forested, and
have an abundance of wildlife. The Tlingit are native to the
area. The archipelago is sparsely inhabited and often obscured
by fog, with its mountains sheared off by low lying clouds.
The Alexander Archipelago is a coastal temperate rain forest. It draws nourishment from the cycling of water between
land and sea. Pacific weather fronts bumping up against the
Coast Mountains spend themselves as rain at lower elevations and as snow in the high country. Some parts of the forest receive more than 200 inches of rain each year. The forest
that grew up on these islands is a mosaic of muskeg, alpine
scrub and lichen-draped conifer rainforest. It is dominated by
ix
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western hemlock, interspersed with Sitka spruce and small
amounts of western red cedar and prized Alaska yellow cedar.
The forest floor is a nearly impenetrable jumble of toppled
trees, spiky Devil’s club and densely matted berries and forbs.
Until the 1970s, scientists spent little time studying the temperate rain forest. The world’s attention was focused on the
wholesale destruction of tropical rain forests in Malaysia and
Brazil. The temperate forest does not boast the riotous profusion of plant and animal species found in the tropics, but it accumulates and stores more organic material than any other forest type on Earth. Trees may grow to be two thousand years old.
The abundant material that passes from forest to ocean enriches
the sea as well, supporting incredibly productive marine ecosystems that teem with shellfish, salmon and halibut.
The Alexander Archipelago rain forest compensates for
its relative lack of biological diversity in geological complexity. It is naturally fragmented by saltwater into islands
and peninsulas, punctuated with freshwater muskeg bogs,
and limited at its upper reaches by glaciers and subalpine
meadows. Fingers of forest enclose short, steep-gradient
streams. Wildfire is an infrequent visitor here, but windstorms flatten stands and individual trees, creating a natural
mosaic of openings. Fog shrouds the treetops, nourishing a
canopy hung with lichens. Muted light pours through holes
in the canopy where trees have fallen, illuminating communities of mosses and liverworts. The further north you go in
this narrow rain forest zone, the smaller the trees and the
harsher the winter climate.
As recently as two hundred years ago, a massive ice field
extended into Icy Strait and filled the Glacier Bay. Since that
time, the area has experienced rapid deglaciation, with many
large glaciers retreating 40, 60, even 80 km. While temperatures have increased in the region, it is still unclear whether
the rapid recession is part of the natural cycle of tidewater
glaciers or is an indicator of longer-term climate change.
The interpretation of the extent of late Wisconsin glaciation in southeastern Alaska has varied between geologists
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and biologists. Maps and reports of the region prepared
by geologists commonly indicated that late Wisconsin ice
(±21,000 years ago) extended as a large uniform front west
to the edge of the continental shelf. However, the distribution of plants and animals in the region has led many biologists to suggest that there may have been ice-free areas that
served as refugia during the late Wisconsin. Based on analyses of topographic maps, and bathymetric charts, in conjunction with fieldwork throughout the region supports the idea
of a limited ice extent of the late Wisconsin ice sheet in the
Alexander Archipelago and identifies possible ice-free areas
that may have served as refugia. The identification of these
possible refugia has bearing on the recolonization of the Alexander Archipelago, as they could have served as centers of
biotic dispersal upon regional deglaciation and as stepping
stones for early humans with a maritime tradition entering
the western hemisphere from Asia.
So the theater in which these stories are enacted could
very well have Paleolithic antecedents, pre-Wisconsin glaciation.

Introduction
The Alexander Archipelago Rain Forest stories is a book of
twelve tranche de vie meta-genre Chapters. I’ll confess that
in writing these stories to being influenced by such writers
as Nase Yamato, Oscar Wilde, Touko Kamai, Stefan Zweig
and other in their use of the tranche de vie concept to cut
across the grain of time. Because some readers may find my
use of the slice of life narrative treatment unfamiliar, it’s my
hope that their exposure to this genre will be enjoyable. So .
. . what then constitutes the tranche de vie genre?
Its usage in this book is the depiction of everyday, mundane, slice of life existence in the Tongass rainforest. The
definition of the genre is complicated because so many people have so many different views on what specifically qualifies a work of literature to fit into this particular niche. As
interpreted in this book each slice of life narrative (chapter)
is a story portraying a “cut-out” a “natural,” “real” sequence
of events, giving no thought to plot, character development,
exposition, conflict, of dénouement. And as in “real” life the
narrative event is left open ended.
That seems simple enough . . . so then, can every title in
the library be considered a slice of life story? No, that’s giving tranche de vie too broad a definition. Slice of life stories
tend to be realistically related to life. A story written in this
style has to be able to relate to real life. However, slice of
life stories can contain supernatural elements as long as they
feel real or surreal.
Tranche de vie as a genre:
Tranche de vie is a genre that never stands alone. It is a
meta-genre that has different genres that support it. As in
life tranche de vie is also inconsistent and development (if
any) grows slowly compared to mainstream stories. This is
because much of what we do in life is extraneous, such as
xii
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socializing with people, satisfying basic needs . . . Character
development is slow, since in real life getting to know a new
person takes time. As the very term suggests, “slice” implies
detachment, when something is sliced it is sliced “from”
something else. In this book each story is a slice “from” the
narrator’s life in the rain forest. Each chapter is a detached
episode that doesn’t even try to fit, like a jigsaw puzzle
piece, into the before story or into the after story. The reader
receives an increment of the narrator’s life, perhaps it’s a
small bit but enough to make the reader feel (I hope) that
she’s seeing the event through a knothole in the fence. Each
sketch is a self-contained vignette, as in Japanese anime and
manga, a naturalistic representation of a set of happenings
encapsulated in a defined period of time. Each narrative is
independent of its sister narrative, one did not occur before
or after the other, each is without a causality relationship to
another.
I hope the reader, because of the story’s genre, will feel
that he/she is the book’s protagonist and thus to personally
experience the story’s events.
So . . . to answer the question as to what makes “Rain
Forest Stories” a “purebred slice of life” book is a complicated task since (among the literary lights) there is no agreed
upon firm definition. However, since “Rain Forest Stories”
is a book complied of detached meta-genre stories it has the
same qualities as real life, that is, it’s it like a single malt
whisky, inconsistent, matures slowly without worrying about
where it’s going.

Fly-fishing: a Genteel but Tarnished Art
Sophie an exquisite vision of femininity, who alas, suffered
from the insidious, incurable piscatorial disease of flyangling, an addiction which some consider analogous to a
tear in one’s moral fabric. And too, this is a tale of another
person, the narrator, who suffers from an equally insidious
amour disease; i.e., an incurable addiction to Sophie which
certainly qualifies as a type of psychosis.

***

I’m telling you this story in strictest confidence; i.e., I feel
that I can entrust you with the responsibility not to reveal
the confidentialities I’m about to share with you. After all,
what could be more secret than ones intimate thoughts of a
young woman you idolize? This writing is an account of that
young woman (Sophie), it’s a first person disclosure told as
a therapeutic metaphor in an effort to make sense and meaning of the related experiences thereby gaining insight into
1
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the beliefs and values that are peculiarly mine. Both of the
story’s two characters languish from a debilitating dementia;
she from the piscatorial addiction of fly-fishing, and he from
a more complex dementia, an addiction to fly-fishing coupled with being hopelessly entangled in the enchantments
of love.
It was a day in the early spring in Murder Cove, located
at the very southern tip of Admiralty Island in the Alexander Archipelago of Southeast Alaska. The Alexander Archipelago constitutes a large part of the Tongass National
Forest, the largest temperate rain forest in the world. This
temperate Eden is characterized by rain, more rain, and, to
break the monotony of incessant rain nature allows us to experience the occasional torrential ‘cloud-bustin’ downpours
of rain. But . . . I don’t mean to give the impression that it
rained all the time, every day of the year, in the winter when
it wasn’t raining it snowed. We, Sophie and I, stood in our
waders fishing in the rushing waters of Stream creek located
only about a quarter mile from our izba1. Stream creek was
a brook trying its best to be a river but it was simply not big
enough. On the stream’s banks grimy patches of snow that
survived the spring thaw was to be found here and there in
the somber tangles of forest detritus-cum-undergrowth.
The undergrowth is a largely underappreciated part of the
forest, it’s the stuff of fairy kingdoms—bright-green sphagnum moss clings to rocks and fallen trees, ferns and devil’s
club fan out across the forest floor, sedges and muskegs
blanket the forest clearings. Dense growths of alder, birch,
cottonwood and dwarf willow crowd the mainland coast and
outlying islands. Delicate stands of brightly colored columbine, lupine and fireweed offer intriguing contrasts with the
innumerable shades of green. It’s said that a person can wander for days through these forests and never want for food or
1

Izba, a cottage deeply rooted in the Russian psyche as a symbol of simplicity and comfort
that also represents an esthetic, even a spiritual perception of the world.
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water: blueberries, bog cranberries, currants, salmonberries,
fiddleheads and wild chives are plentiful.
This dense undergrowth prospers above the detritus of the
of the forest floor, dead plant material, such as leaves, bark,
needles, and twigs, dead trees and branches that has fallen to
the ground. This thick detritus matte, or dead organic material and its constituent nutrients are added to the top layer of
soil, commonly known as the litter layer or O horizon (“O”
for “organic”). The bio-inhabitants of this zone are termed
detrivores, i.e., an organism that eats the dead remains of
other organisms (detritus). Detrivores such as earthworms,
bacteria, amoeba, nematodes, rotifer, springtails, crypto
stigmata, pot worms, insect larvae, etc., are decomposers,
an important part of the nutrient cycle that sustains forest
environments.
The water in the stream was high, blurred with runoff silt
and cold enough to bite through our neoprene waders, on
through our trousers and socks, to continue through our flesh
to insinuate its icy suggestions into the very marrow of our
bones.
This stream is ideal for fish of the family Salmonidae. Its
water rushes through an unroaded, uncut watershed; tapping
a glacial mountain lake. Its cold clear, mineral impregnated
water has deep runs, deeper pools, and rocky shallows, and
this is a heartbreakingly perfect habitat for trout. There are
no invading foreign or exotic fishes in this creek, so the
catch is only wild Salmonidae—a family of fish older than
man’s first imagination of himself, or of his first imaginings
of a God.
Let me say that there are few things more thrilling than
to be fishing this creek and have a six or seven-pound bull
trout rush up from the dark bottom of a deep pool and grab
the ten inch cutthroat that took your dry fly. A huge bull
trout that comes screaming out of the depths to attack a
shaker leaves your line slack, your mouth agape, and your
heart pounding. Seeing and feeling the power of such a
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great predator, if only for a moment, is as rare and wonderful a gift as hearing on a moon lit night the wild howl of a
wolf. This creek is still wild enough to hold bull trout2. You
can even intentionally fish for them. But most anglers lack
the patience. I believe most Southeast Alaska fly fishermen
rely on the steady eating habits of the cutthroat trout. And I
think rightfully so. I find wild cutthroat fishing the spiritual
equivalent of a rousing salvation hymn sung by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
On one hike along the banks of Stream Creek, perhaps
only a short stretch of a mile to a mile-and-a-half, I caught
and released more than 25 native cutthroat trout, with the
longest of them being at least thirteen inches in length, and
all this in only three hours of fly-fishing. This was certainly
far from being a record, but on that day I heard the angels
sing. But I’m not bragging; anyone could have done the
same. Stream Creek is so fine and forgiving, and the trout
so beautiful and willing, that even beginners can watch these
jeweled treasures rise through crystalline waters to eat their
offerings. Since every insect is a meal in such competitive
climes, the type of offering doesn’t matter much as long as
its buggy. And for a beautiful place in which to fish, well . .
. I have it on good authority that God himself fishes in this
same zip code.
I’ve caught and released more than my share of trout
from Stream Creek. And with those pleasures safely banked
in my memory, I now like to hike upstream to catch a few
trout, and then find a grassy bank and an ancient hemlock,
and just lie back and listen to the way the world was a million years ago. If I were to know ahead of time that I had
only one more fishing trip before I begin my personal adventure in the abyss of the great unknown, I would choose
Stream Creek.
2

Bull-trout, Salvelinus confluentus, is a char of the family Salmonidae native to northwestern North America. Bull trout are almost identical to the Dolly Varden, but its head is
slightly longer and flatter. The bull-trout prefer very cold water and rarely migrates to the
sea.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bull_trout - cite_note-fishbase-1
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Fishing, particularly fly-fishing, is an act of faith. Steelheads are sea-run rainbow trout; i.e., they are anadromous3
trout. Call them what you will, these silver beasts, if you
can find them, are among the best fighters you’ll ever tussle with, whether in brook or in a stream pretending to be a
river. Steelhead trout are an elusive species because of the
harsh winter conditions they thrive-in they experience an
unpredictable spawning cycle. Sophie and I were using serious single-handed rods, going with something that’s nine
feet or longer with a line weight of 7-9. Using a sinking line
is a good option if you’re thinking of swinging a streamer,
while floating lines can best be used for nymphing. Traditional salmon streamers will usually work for steelhead,
since the fish are closely related to the salmon. Egg patterns
and nymphs will also work. Some of the most popular steelhead flies include the woolly bugger, egg-sucking leech and
Kaufmann’s Stone4.
Sophie and I stood on the banks of the creek; we each intended to try, this day, to take a steelhead from the creek. It
had just stopped raining, the old-growth hemlock and spruce
of woods were cold, vaporous and dripping, and the blackgreen pools of the stream mirrored the canopy of the forest,
almost imploring us to wade-in and fish. In the muted-light
under the canopy, the stream resembled a Japanese woodcut
of bank willows and river mist. And too, I intuited that the
fishing would be a little Zen-like, more fishing than fish, it
would seem.
Entering the stream I made a sweeping cast over the pool,
its cold green water pressed against my waders urging me to
join its inexorably rush to the ocean. Standing beside me Sophie made similar long searching casts, but with considerably more finesse than mine. Her line unreeled in tight loops
along a perfect plane, behind and then in front, and then to
shoot crisply to the other side of the stream as if reaching for
3

Anadromous: migrating from salt water to spawn in fresh water, as salmon of the genera
Salmo and Oncorhynchus (distinguished from catadromous).
4
The Kaufmann’s Stone was a fly developed by fly-tying author, Randall Kaufmann.
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a larger world. Sophie waded downstream to cast in a pool
below a flue of rushing water. Suddenly her rod bent deeply
and she was fast to a steelhead. This is the first fish of the
day. I watch her as she played the fish that sawed back and
forth in the stream. It was finally reeled to graveled shallows, where I held the fish, without removing it from the
water, while Sophie, using needle-nosed pliers pulled the
hook from its jaw. It was a prize of, say, eleven pounds so
fresh and bright it might have been a chromed hubcap submerged on the gravel. Sophie nodded, I released her fish and
it zoomed upstream.
Sophie asked, “Gus do you think the fish felt the excruciating pain we would feel if a big hook were to be pulled from
the roof of our mouth?” She continued, “Do you think that
in the amusement or gratification of hooking that fish there
was a measure, even if only subconscious, of sadism in the
experience?”
“The premise of animal rights is that,” I answered, “sentience is sentience, that an animal by virtue, above all, of
its capacity to feel pain deserves equal consideration. But
I posit that sentience is not sentience, and that pain isn’t
even pain. Or perhaps, following Daniel Dennett’s5 distinction, we should say that pain is not the same as suffering.
‘What is awful about losing your job, or your leg, or your
reputation, or your loved one is not the suffering this event
causes you, but the suffering the event is.’ Our ability to have
thoughts about our experiences turns emotions into something far greater and sometimes far worse than mere pain.
The multiple shades of many emotions that our language expresses reveal the crucial importance of social context—of
the thoughts we have about our experiences and the thoughts
we have about those thoughts—in our perception of those
emotions. Sadness, pity, sympathy, condolence, self-pity, en5

Daniel Clement Dennett III (born March 28, 1942) is an American philosopher, writer and
cognitive scientist whose research centers on the philosophy of mind, philosophy of science and philosophy of biology, particularly as those fields relate to evolutionary biology
and cognitive science.
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nui, woe, heartbreak, distress, worry, apprehension, dejection, grief, wistfulness, pensiveness, mournfulness, brooding,
rue, regret, misery, despair—all express shades of the pain
of sadness whose full meaning comes only from our ability
to reflect on their meaning, not just their feeling. The horror
of breaking a limb that we experience is not merely the pain;
the pain is but the beginning of the suffering we feel as we
worry and anticipate the consequences. Pity and condolence
and sympathy are all shades of feeling that are defined by the
social context, and by mental-state attributions. Consciousness is a wonderful gift and a wonderful curse that, all the
evidence suggests, is not in the realm of the sentient experiences of other creatures; particularly not in the cerebral
realm of the trout.
“What you are saying then,” Sophie replied, “is that an
honest view of animal minds ought to lead us to a more profound respect for animals as unique being in nature, worthy
in their own right. The shallow and self-centered view that
sees what is worthy in nature as that which we recognize as
commendable seems vapid and petty by comparison. There
are those who try so hard to show that chimpanzees, or dogs
or cats are like us in their thoughts and feelings; in so doing they do nothing but denigrate what the animal really is.
When true intelligence and the true feeling are defined in
human terms, the analyst is blinded to the wonder of life’s diversity that evolution has bequeathed earth. The intelligence
that every species displays is wonderful enough in itself; it is
folly and anthropomorphism of the worst kind to insist that
to be truly wonderful it must resemble human values.”
And in reply I said, “It’s always dangerous to try to draw
moral lessons from the blindly amoral process of evolution.
But if there is a lesson at all here, it is that all of the creatures that evolution has fashioned are remarkable in their
own right. All have hit upon unique ways to make a living
against all probability. And that is something to respect, and
to treasure.”

8
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The remainder of the morning passed without another
strike. By now the mist had burned off and the sun penetrated the hemlocks in shafts of light. I waded ashore and
built a fire to warm my hands, but especially my feet. The
fire had just begun to blaze when Sophie joined me.
In streams like ours that run to the ocean, these anadromous fish will begin to enter the streams after the first few
major storms of the season. Once the sandbars break free
and the fish can access freshwater runs that lead to spawning
grounds, they’ll begin to make their journey upstream. The
smart move is to follow the path of the fish, from the stream
mouth upstream toward the spawning grounds and back down
toward the ocean once the spawn has passed. Fish typically
face upstream, so if you’re fishing upstream you’re less likely
to spook fish. With steelhead timing is everything. Steelheads,
unlike most trout, are not always in the particular river system
you’re fishing. Additionally, groups of fish move up (or down)
the river system as the season progresses. Weather is a key
factor. Winter storms can turn a fishable stream into an unfishable brown torrent in a matter of hours.
Be patient. Keep your expectations in line. For steel-headers, a great day can sometimes be measured by one good
grab. Don’t expect big numbers like you get on Montana
tail-water trout fisheries. The most successful steel-headers
are those who keep at it, cover the water efficiently, and
maintain a positive attitude.
Sophie and I use very similar gear. I fish with a No. 2
Hardy Victor rod, a 3½ inch Silex reel, 40 yards of G. King
Eider line spliced to 100 yards of silk backing and an Allcock’s Feathero Devon minnow. With a half-ounce lead at the
head of a four-foot trace of Hardy’s Punjab wire, will make
as good an outfit as one needs for comfortable side-swing
casting up to forty yards. Many people, I know, distrust the
Devon minnow6. Either it will not catch fish for them, or
6

Although it’s popularity has declined somewhat in the last twenty years, the Devon minnow is nonetheless one of the oldest lure types still in regular use.
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else they find the bottom of the river so frequently that the
method becomes pretty expensive. Personally, I doubt if one
need look for a more deadly lure than the Devon. But it must
be fished as slowly as possible and as close (but not touching) to the bottom as possible, and, as with any wet fly, every
last inch of holding water must be searched. And in this late
afternoon we were fishing because something cryptic and
occult—something abstruse, a deeply hidden aberration in
Sophie’s psyche whispered to her of steelhead in our little
stream. A steelhead is an anadromous trout; it’s a rainbow
trout that migrates to sea as a juvenile and returns to fresh
water as an adult to spawn. But unlike other Pacific salmon,
the steelhead trout does not always die following spawning
and may spawn more than once and return to the sea after
each spawning.
Every shred of piscatorial experience I could summon-up
told me we were fishing days too early, perhaps even a week
too early . . . but . . . well, who can argue with the aberrant
genes of a drop-dead-beautiful woman . . . ? I looked downstream toward Sophie our eyes met. She smiled, and when
she smiled it not only lit up her face, it lit up the world, it
turned her mouth into a flower; and it did something unforgettably beautiful to her dark green eyes. In the language of
the Russian peasant, it was a smile “like the gift of a silver
coin.” So, with a half-hearted flick of my rod I continued to
cast, this time into an eddy tight against the far bank. The
lure, weighed down by two split shots, briefly jounced along
the bottom before the current snatched it downstream. I
reeled in without a nudge, relieved that somehow I’d avoided
snagging and breaking off for the umpteenth time.
There’s an admonition from my Dad that crosses my mind
practically every time I find myself fishing, he advised, “you
must cast your fly with confidence.” Those words might be
the most valuable single thing he ever told me, if I but have
the wit to interpret them in such a way as to fit them into my
daily life as well as my fishing. There’s no question in my
mind that my positive expectation of a certain fly is a large
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part of the reason for its positive results. And I believe the
opposite case is also true, if I don’t like the look of a particular fly, then that fly does not catch fish for me. My lack of
confidence is somehow communicated through rod and line
to give self-fulfilling proof of my correct judgment.
***

Last evening while we were lounging on the sofa, enjoying a
martini, I irritated Sophie almost to the point of exasperation
by provoking her with the statement,
“Hunters are more ethical than anglers.”
“Why would you say a dumb thing like that?” she charmingly inquired.
“Because,” I solicitously replied, “anglers and hunters differ significantly with respect to their contemplation of an
animal’s pain and suffering. While a gentleman hunter make
every effort to reduce the pain and suffering of their game
animal, the gentleman angler purposely inflicts the condition of pain and suffering on his game fish. And I say this is
particularly true of fly-light-tackle enthusiasts.
“How so?” she smiled her question, though I detected a
distinct trace of arsenic in her tone.
“Because,” I affably explained, “hunters strive to make a
quick clean and painless kill, while anglers value the ‘fight.’
The game fisher explicitly prizes those fish that struggle and
exhibit the most spectacular response to stress and pain—
swimming away, splashing and jumping in their effort to flee
. . . The proof of my accusation lies in the fact that the species that exhibits these fighting qualities to the greatest extent are the fish considered to be the best targets.”
Sophie twisted around on the sofa, seeming a bit distracted, looking at the end table, then at the ottoman, almost
as if she were looking for something she might hit me with
to cause me a little of the pain I was objecting to. But I’m
sure I must have mistaken her intent. I continued my line of
thought, perhaps with a little more ardor than was absolutely
required,
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“Not only do anglers show no recognition of the fear, pain
and suffering that fish experience while struggling for their
lives, but they make no effort to minimize or avoid a predicament that to the fish must be a Holy-horror—rather it is
precisely the fish’s fear and pain circumstance (expressed in
his struggle), for which game fish are valued.”
Fortunately I was alert enough to dodge the magazine
that came-flying at me. Sophie, having shown her contempt
for my argument, rose, went upstairs, and upon entering the
bedroom she closed its door with a bang. It was obvious that
Sophie considered the argument that fly-fishing is sadistically motivated contemptible. She also thought my argument
was as absurd as it was insulting. And I believe that most,
if not by all sport fishers would agree with her. I’m certain
that there are very few if any anglers who will admit having
a dark place in their subconscious that gains a measure of
sadistic pleasure out of causing harm to fish. Yet, it is undeniably true that for most anglers, the harder a fish struggles,
the better the fishing experience, and that is a big part of why
they choose to use fly and light tackle gear.
Then . . . not more than one of two minutes after it was
slammed, the closed bedroom door opened and Sophie came
skipping down the stairs. She began her attack before reaching the bottom tread. She informed me,
“The problem with your line of reasoning is that it doesn’t
take into account the simple fact that we Homo sapiens are
at the top of the food chain, and the fish that we target are
our natural prey. Nature doesn’t require those at the top of
the food-chain to respect the wishes of the prey below them.
A well-fed housecat doesn’t ask a mouse whether or not it
wants to “play.” An angler “playing” a fish is acting just as
naturally as the cat taking a mouse. It may be a little tough
on the fish, but that’s nature’s way. Charles Darwin, in his
book ‘Origin of Species,’ was at great pains to explain to you
how nature has arranged the world.
“Gus, please note that I, as a human, didn’t ask to be put
on top of the food chain, but that’s where I am and it’s a pretty
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good place to be. I could act with vulpine abandon and kill
prey lower on the chain indiscriminately, and still be within
my natural rights: however, I choose not to do so and thus engage in natural behavior by killing only that which we intend
to eat. That doesn’t make me any better than a seal or a bluefish, just natural.” She paused to take a breath, and then said,
“So yes, I may inflict some needless discomfort on the fish
and sure, there are plenty of fish that die post-release as a result of our sport, But consider the non-sporting alternative,
that of killing fish quickly and painlessly, with easy deadly
efficient gear. If we all did this then we’d quickly wipe out
sport-fish stocks. There is also the option of not fishing at
all. But, to do that would be to deny us our genetically ingrained human hunter-gather instincts, and would render us
less than nature designed us to be. Whether we keep fish or
not, fly-fishing provides the opportunity to be directly connected through a simple strip-strike to either a symbolic or
real source of food, an increasingly rare opportunity to reaffirm our place in the natural world, a place too-often forgotten in these times of the modern ‘supermarket-based’ food
chain experience.”
I listened to Sophie’s argument without interruption,
though her argument wasn’t flawless, I thought she made
some legitimate points. I acknowledged,
“I agree that humans enjoy top billing on the food chain as
a consequence of evolution, and I agree that taking the fight
out of the sport of fly fishing by prohibiting the use of light
tackle would have far greater environmental impact than the
temporary discomfort of a fish that has a brain the size of
a pea, and will in all probability forget the entire ‘gettingcaught’ incident 30-seconds after its happening.
“And I’ll also admit that fishing is a natural urge that is as
old as the human species. In fact I would describe fishing as
‘an act of racial memory’ evoking the paleogenic instincts of
the hunter-gatherer. It’s a survival instinct that is as much a
part of our psyche as eating or sleeping. But we need to recognize that modern man’s ‘inflicting pain’ response to that
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natural urge is not quite rational, because in today’s world
inflicting pain is not a survival requirement. Perhaps we’re
a millennium away from having it bred out of us—if it ever
can be. And too, I agree that denying our hunting instincts
does distance us from nature.”
Sophie seemed somewhat mollified by these conciliatory
words. She sat down on the sofa; we kissed and then went
upstairs to bed.
***

When I’m having an empty time fishing, it doesn’t, of course,
mean that I’m doing nothing, the chances are I’m actually
working harder, I change flies more often, I agonize over every aspect of the process, wondering if I’m doing something
I shouldn’t be doing, or, if I’m not doing something I should
be doing. Anyway I try to convince myself I’m doing everything I can to entice a fish to take my hook.
The geography of coastal Alaska is an area in which tectonic plate movements have been particularly active. The
Pacific plate has pushed under the North American plate creating the awe-inspiring Coastal Mountain Range of southeast Alaska. These geological upheavals have rearranged
the drainage patterns and altered the climate which in turn
was responsible for the glaciation that sculpted much of the
coast. It was these actions and interactions that together have
created the myriad ecological niches that now exist, each
with its own distinctive plant and animal communities. This
is why here in the Alaskan panhandle we have the richest
trout fauna in the world. There are at least five and possibly
six recognized species of trout and twenty subspecies native
to this area, each evolved to its present state of adaptation
in responses to the environmental pressures of its particular region. When standing in my waders in this icy stream
matching wits with a fish that has a brain the size of a pea,
it’s easy to forget all that science has taught and to believe
that this Edenic province was created expressly, specifically
for fly fishing.
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One of the reasons I love to fish is that the environs of the
trout are so often extravagantly beautiful, and because in a
world where most men seem to spend their lives doing things
they hate, my fishing, in large part because shared with Sophie, is an endless source of delight. And too, because I‘ve
consigned cell phones to the very lowest depths of hell, we
don’t suffer from that particular affliction on these waters.
I’ve learned to find solitude without loneliness; to recognize
that bourbon with a splash of branch, and when drunk from
a tin cup is superior to bourbon sipped from crystal in an
urban jungle. Conceivably this is because I have Sophie, a
petite little woman who is part mermaid (though blemished
by a love-of-fly-fishing character flaw), more than compensates for that glitch by loving a man who loves fly-fishing. I
love fly fishing not because I regard it as an art, but because
I suspect that many of our other central concerns are fundamentally as inconsequential as fishing—but aren’t nearly as
much fun.
Of course there’s the other side of fishing, but first let me
dispel the myth that a fly fishing is a discipline that promotes
health, serenity and frugality. That’s a lot of pious rubbish.
A soon discovered nuisance that is that fly fishing is not
frugal; chasing trout can be every bit as expensive as chasing women. The trout are, of course; also as frustrating as
women, except that most women are rather more readily
overtaken and caught than are most trout. Of course, in saying this, I’m relying on my own quite limited experience.
And as for the serenity part, the truth is, I scheme and lie
and toss in my sleep, and to rise in the morning cranky and
haggard from my fantasies. When I experience failure in the
stream I’m fishing I’m apt to become moody and neglectful
and, I’ll admit it, at times more than a little mad. So then . . .
what can be said in defense of the sport? Simply this; it’s got
any other exercise I’ve tried beat by a mile and is additionally, indecently great fun.
On this early spring day a few of our roster of flying insects begin to appear (a good sign); however, the air is so
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cold, that they’re practically paralyzed! I try console myself
with the fact that I am outside and fishing, and that the sky
hasn’t (for the last few minutes at least) flung down its usual
torrents of rain. And a red-breasted sapsucker flits along the
three-foot thick trunk of a Sitka spruce. I saw a beetle on
the trunk and followed his route from the tree base until he
was lost in the Sapsucker’s belly. In looking up through an
opening in the overlapping layers of the forest’s canopy, I
caught glimpses of sky and cloud. Sometimes I’d watch the
dappling in the canopy for patterns. At my feet, I stood on a
gravel bar extensively tracked by deer, land-otter, and more
ominously I saw fresh, pigeon-toed divots left by a foraging
brown bear. And on the alders and cottonwoods the first tender buds flashed green.
Of course, sooner or later you must consider the ethics
of the catch-and-release idea as a conservation concept. The
Fish and Game people bill the ‘catch-and-release concept’
as the final word in conservation management that allows
maximum angler participation; I view mandatory catch-andrelease as a contemptible flimflam violation of tradition, and
as an unethical waste of salmon resources. The term catchand-release is confusing because as a management concept
it is not at all the same thing as simply catching a fish and
letting it go. Essentially catch-and-release is angling with no
intent to keep a fish to eat. The catch and release concept
violates the fundamental sprit of fishing as sport because it
removes the ethical justification for subjecting an animal to
the condition of near lethal torture. The ‘catch-and-release’
dogma in essence defines the sport fisherman, particularly
the fly fisherman, as a sadist, i.e., a person who receives
gratification from causing pain and degradation to another;
even a trout. From the time of the earliest literature on the
sport of fishing, Ælian’s Natural History, written about 200
BCE, discussing fly fishing in Macedonia, up to Izaac Walton’s 17th century writings, the overriding purpose of sport
fishing, the ethical validation for the joy of catching a fish
was that it would be eaten.
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The defining principle, then, between traditional sport
fishing and the catch-and-release notion, is intent. The intent
of traditional sport fishing is to enjoy the process of getting
a fish to eat. The intent of catch-and-release is to enjoy the
circumstance of the catch. However, while the two ideas,
‘catch-and-release’ and ‘fishing to eat’ differ radically as
they’re defined by the intent of the angler; both are alike in
that the first method will inescapably kill the fish, while the
second method will probably result in death for the fish. It
is the angler’s intent that defines the difference. Further, it is
the intent of the angler that defines why the fish are subjected
to the catching circumstance: for food or exclusively for entertainment. Catch-and-release is fishing for fun; I suggest
that the ethics of catching fish for fun are fishy.
***

Yes, nature’s nice (but Sophie has induced me to come out
here for five consecutive afternoons) and all that, and yes,
I’m far past measuring fishing success by the number of fillets in our freezer or notches on my landing net. There are
fish in the stream but as yet, in these five afternoons, not a
single steelhead nibbled at our lines. Where are the damned
steelheads? I glower at Sophie, that guilty minx is downstream enjoying herself, leaning forward, so intent on each
twitch of her line you’d think it was ten minutes into opening
day. The sad fact is, that by this fifth evening we’ve thrashed
every trickle and rivulet, we’ve summoned every shred of
hope we can to tide us through these barren, empty creel
afternoons.
For the fly fishermen the only sure savior of their sanity
(be it known that the psychic stamina of an angler is so frail
that for practical purposes it can be considered nonexistent),
is the possession of a rich enough mental store, or inventory
of thoughts or memories or associations with angling to see
one through the disappointments of an afternoon, no matter how long the fish may inconsiderately avoid the ever so
carefully tied fly at the end of one’s line. Particularly with
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steelhead one can never know how long that may be, they
can simply (inexplicably-even Odin is flummoxed) refuse to
begin biting. When that circumstance pertains the odds are
all in the steelheads favor because fish have an entirely different time orientation—fish give much more of their attention to phases of the moon than we do—and too, they have
no other calls on their docket. They have no appointments to
keep, no deadlines to meet, no urgent duties or obligations
to worry about—when you stop to think about it, isn’t it a
marvel that we ever got into the habit of using the term ‘poor
fish’ to describe the unfortunate.
The very word steelhead, to any fly piscator, has sufficient connotations, in and of itself, to dissuade any sensible
person away from the sport. How many thousands of words
since classic times of Greece and Rome have been offered
up on Ægir’s altar in worshipful of this creature, arguably
the most elusive of game fish? They’re torpedoes forged of
quicksilver, fickle as the wind, rare as comets, steelhead flow
between salt water and tidal streams, coming and going with
barely a ripple, their ways are scarcely known even by those
who religiously pursue them. Sophie told me of times last
year of having a bull steelhead lie in an eddy behind her
waders, close enough to touch. And for all of that she came
away with nothing but a few parted leaders and a painful
case tendinitis in her right elbow. Though she’s a staunch fly
fisherman, that experience was enough to break her heart,
if not quite her spirit? Now she clutches her light spinning
gear, glancing about furtively, like a person who’s just put
her fingers on the wrong fork at the dinner table.
Sophie, in addition to suffering those certain aberrations
of the psyche, attendant upon her piscatorial addiction, also
suffered a little from her dementia’s corollary effects. Sophie was not one of those joyful “kill-kill” fishermen for
whom we’re at such pains to avoid, and for whom I suspect
the outdoors is but a suburb of their egos. She’s at the opposite extreme, a quiet, but not quite anonymous fisherman
who clings wistfully to her amateur standing, whose picture
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rarely adorns an outdoor magazine (but she’s been in at least
three U.S. publications and two Canadian). She also clings
to the comforting theory that it may take as much, if not
more, subtlety and skill to fool her own native trout than
to engage a spotted whale on some virginal torrent in the
Argentine. Yes, perhaps this is only her rebellion against the
whole tedious bigger-is-better philosophy as that attitude
more and more afflicts our outdoor sports. In any case Sophie is a person with an uncluttered mind, the kind of person
who doesn’t weigh and calibrate their pleasures, whether in
the bedroom or in the stream, and too, she’s ‘the’ fisherman I
most want to partner with when fishing.
Solitude is the norm in sport fishing. Yet most people I
know have fishing partners, without whom they wouldn’t
dream of going off alone on even the briefest of trips. But
what they forget in all their togetherness of meals and lodging and bed activities is how little actual fishing time is spent
in togetherness. When fishing each has their own section
of stream to fish, and normally they are either out of each
other’s sight or at least out of anything less than a shouting distance apart. The actual fishing, even for people who
wouldn’t dream of eating alone, is best as a solitary act.
I’ve been telling her, fishing is fishing, these past five days
ever since we began this spring’s steelhead mission (viewed
by Sophie as a sacred mission), and I think she’s beginning
to believe me; I’ve argued that catching the spring season’s
first steelhead is not a Holy Mission in worship of Ægir,
whether using spin or fly rod, it is only the sport of throwing
a line with a hook (concealed by an hors d’oeuvre fly). The
essence of the sport is to place the hors d’oeuvre where it
can be seen by the fish, if the fish succumbs to the temptation then success is achieved. Sophie regards my argument
as heretical, as a corruption of her steelhead ethic.
Sophie has placed her faith in the presence of steelhead
in our stream, a faith as solid as to put her soul in peril, and,
any of my ‘more rational’ views don’t seem to make one bit
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of difference to acceptance of that faith. And like me, she’s
batting perfect triple goose egg score heading into the bottom of the ninth inning. Our local run, if it ever starts, won’t
last more than a week or two, and the clock’s ticking.
To further complicate matters, we’re perfectly aware that
we can’t trust anyone. No self-respecting steelhead acolyte
is going to give another fisherman the straight poop on what
he’s done or seen. Even to our close friend Anatoly, a person
in whose home we’ve supped and eaten his salt, we will,
without a twinge of shame, lie to him, send him to the wrong
creek, and swear we hadn’t had a nudge at a hole where we
had been nailing cutthroat for days. Our friend Anatoly is
somewhat of an oddity, a rarity; we have often looked in
vain among the broad-footed, wide-faced low caste miners,
fishermen, or others of indeterminate employment, for some
trace of evolutionary origins with ourselves. But in Anatoly
we found someone who at least appeared to share with us
the peculiar propensity for washing hands and faces, he was
even known, on occasion, to engage in the absurd and insular practice of bathing—from which most of those in our
immediate vicinity (we must do them justice) are generally
exempt.
No one begrudges disinformation tactics from fishermen,
it’s expected. With steelhead fishermen it’s understood that
good honest truthful lying is a part of their genetic construct.
Steelheads are simply too rare to allow us to share the truth
about them with friends, the truth would trespass on a sacred
area. We could not be truthful even with Anatoly, after all he
was known to suffer from hands and face washing eccentricity, truthful information is invariably, like gold, hoarded by
the finder.
Whenever I’m having some success on a stream and if I’m
asked what bait I’m using I always reply, “A Coachman,”
because I’ve never been able to catch a fish with a Coachman. I’ve tried a Coachman many times, but a Coachman
has consistently failed me. And I’m always surprised and
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disappointed when a Coachman sometimes works for others. When Sophie is asked for advice she always says, “I’m
using a No. 4 Jack Scott,” a fly she passionately abominates.
And it’s quite depressing if a fisherman, who has enjoyed a
success as a result of our suggestion, rubs salt in the wound
by thanking us for our help. In the long run it really doesn’t
much matter which fly is used because the only fly that will
positively catch fish is the one you are not using. Yet it is so
easy to be convinced that the one moment that a fish might
have taken your fly is that moment when you took it out of
the water to exchange it for another.
And so we cast and retrieve, cast and retrieve, as bereft
of comfort as medieval monks in their cells. If I were fishing alone, and if it were not for Sophie’s quixotic example,
I would have given up today’s fishing earlier this afternoon
because I was convinced that I wasn’t going to catch a steelhead because I believed the stream innocent of steelhead,
I believed that, at this time, that not a single steelhead had
taken-up residency in this stream. But I didn’t surrender to
common sense because I was curious, as a matter of scientific inquiry, to discover how much disappointment and discomfort a real do-or-die steelhead junkie (Sophie), could
absorb before folding.
My experiment came to an abrupt halt when Sophie’s rod
plunged down, her line screeched out, and the shallow run in
that part of the stream in which she is standing was torn by
a surging fish. It flashed a paddle-size tail but unlike most
steelies, kept down and didn’t perform any heart-stopping
aerobatics, instead it bullied repeatedly toward a snarl of
drift timber against the far bank, then swapping ends and
rocketed off—up-stream—downstream—straight in—all in
a matter of seconds. The term “fighting a fish” is generally
an exercise in hyperbole; but clearly not in this case. Sophie
might as well have been a 1939 Polish cavalryman in the
Cracow Army facing the blitzkrieg of the German Southern
Army Group under Colonel-General von Rundstedt. It was
no surprise when her line went slack, when she reeled-in the
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terrible weight of a line sans both fish and fly. Sophie refuses
to use a barbed hook, on the grounds that the barb can cause
a fish to experience pain in its jaw.
“I’ve been skunked!” Sophie moaned.
Skunked indeed! A real live skunk, aside from being
very pretty, smells downright sweet, as against the ineffable
stench of defeat in a fisherman’s nostrils. I didn’t like Ernest
Hemingway as a man, and I envied him as a writer, not for
his art but for his success. In 1936 Ernest experienced a Bimini disappointment that did evoke in me a tinge of compassion. Bimini is the western most of Bahamas’ islands. It is a
Gulf Stream island perched at the edge of a sheer underwater cliff that falls thousands of feet into the blue abyss. The
Gulf Stream in its rush north washes past Bimini feeding its
coral reefs and serving as a watery highway for everything
from marlin to mantas, dolphin to sea turtles. Its unique location coupled with a roguish history makes Bimini a favorite diving and fishing outpost. It was here that Hemingway
hooked a marline that looked the size of a tank and that got
away from him after some six hours and thirty jumps. The
hand forged hook that he used looked the size of an anchor,
came back pulled out and straightened as if it were a paperclip. And if felt bad for him (and I didn’t like the man or his
work), how much worse he must have felt?
It’s all very well for Izaak Walton to have settled that question centuries ago (The Compleat [sic] Angler was first published in 1653), on a purely philosophical basis, by reminding us that no man can be said to have lost that which he
never had. On that basis, of course, there is no such thing as
a lost fish. But if that’s true, then why does it hurt so much?
“Probably wasn’t even a keeper,” Sophie’s mumbled rational as she shrugged-off her loss. But she didn’t fool me, her
lower lip quivered as she spoke, and yes, there were tears in
her eyes. She stared out over the dark, purling current, which
had almost, but not quite, given up one of its secrets. “Not
even a keeper!” Absurd! I would conservatively estimate the
lost trout at not less than 40 inches in length and something
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over 40 pounds in weight—in other words I’ve cited the criteria for a steelhead trophy-trout7 of a lifetime. Possibly the
most revealing difference between types of sport fishermen
is what each does with his fish. There are the quiet, ‘Sophie
type,’ which either releases (to my dismay she most often
releases) or eats the trout; and the “kill-kill type,” who take
photos to clap on their office wall, or worse, who have the
fish mounted and clap the corpse of their catch on that same
office wall.
Sophie said, probably catching my mood from my facial
expression,
“I never lost a little fish. Yes, I am free to say. It always
was the biggest fish I caught that gets away.”
“A way of seeing is also a way of not seeing,” I answered.
“The poor pedestrian abilities of a fish are clearly explainable
in terms of his excellence as a swimmer. Any performance is
discussable from the standpoint of what it attains or what it
misses. Comprehensiveness can be discussed as superficiality,
intensiveness as stricture, and tolerance as uncertainty.’
“Why,” Sophie continues, “should I moan about the one
that got away, I meant to release him anyway? So, although
my acquaintance with that beautiful animal was briefer that I
wished, we at least, sort-of, had a hand shake acquaintance.
And you should remember that I began today’s fishing resolved to return with my creel empty, so . . . what’s so bad
about being skunked? Now I ask you, how’s that for rationalizing my agonizing loss?”
Sophie, nudged by a stray philosophical urge asked, “And
if a steelhead trout could talk what do you think he’d say
about fly fishing?”

7

Alaskan regulations (subject to yearly change) allow the harvesting of one steelhead per
day (two per year) with a minimum of 36 inches in length. This regulation protects of 90%
of adult steelhead trout from harvest. The Alaska record for steelhead trout is 42 lbs. 3 oz.
It is thought that steelhead trout can grow to 45 inches in length and weigh as much as 55
pounds.
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“The philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein,” I replied, “made
the famous observation, ‘If a lion could talk, we would not
understand him.’ But that begs the question: I think that if a
lion could talk, we probably could understand him because
he just wouldn’t be a lion anymore; or rather, his mind would
no longer be a lion’s mind.”
“How so?” she asked.
“The very fact,” I replied, “that humans, through the indispensable medium of language, have the ability to grasp
the higher orders of intentionality in the mental states of
other humans has conditioned us to believe in a lower (in
degree not in kind) order of intentionality among animals8.
For those in the duelist or discontinuity camp, accept this
Darwinian interpretation as the curse of compulsive anthropomorphism, which is by all appearances an incurable disease. But if you’ll let me try to use a little linguistic reason
to look beyond the ‘duelists’ and see if there is any way we
can more honestly describe what an animal mind is truly
like. Introspection about how our unconscious and nonverbal thought processes work is notoriously unreliable. The
fact is we just don’t know—and even if we somehow did
know—we have no means of describing cognitive processes
that do not involve words. Albert Einstein wrote of thinking in visual imagery, but even that doesn’t get us very far,
because, in a way, he was describing only the end process
of cognitive operations that are themselves inaccessible to
verbal description.”
Sophie said, “Yet introspections about what it is to experience unconscious and non-verbal thoughts might arguable
offer more valid conclusions than you are making. Experimental evidence suggests that there is a great similarity between the unconscious thought processes of man and that
of other animals. And so this may offer a clue to answer the
8

Remembering Darwin’s dictum, “the difference in mind between man and the higher animal, great as it is, is certainly one of degree and not of kind.”
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question that in many ways is the one we really want answered: What would it be like to experience the world as an
animal does? When we look around, things catch our attention as they move or take on familiar shapes. We experience
a “flash” of recognition when we see something we know;
even before the word “bear” comes to the fore we have the
sense of knowing that thing we have seen belongs to a category that we recognize and associate with certain properties. We would jump if we saw an Alaskan brownie walking
toward us, acting well before our minds could supply the
words Alaskan brownie, just as we would react nonchalantly
or perhaps with curiosity if we saw a deer. Likewise we experience many emotions and sensations without the necessity to be verbal about them—pain, fear, hunger, thirst, surprise, pleasure, elation.
The great thing about fly fishing is that there are very
few sports open to both men and women of any age that can
provide occasions to feel quite so deeply or to care quite so
much. Sophie continued,
“But just to touch, even though a thin almost invisible
line, that cold, bright cylinder of living titanium, to feel its
pulsing, breathing weight in my rod, to physically know
something of it before it was gone, that experience was the
rush. Now the fish and the moment are gone forever, passing
as all things do into the realm of mystery.”
I must admit is that Sophie’s genes were right, that my
piscatorial wisdom was wrong, the steelheads really are here
in our stream. There is a time to mourn a loss, but apparently
in Sophie’s view, this was not such a time because there
were cold beckoning pools yet to explore and at least an
hour before the evening light faded to do it in. “Come on,”
the indefatigable Sophie urged while fighting back the dark
shades of her despondency. She leaned forward as she fired
a cast where the water swirled black against a log—cranking and twitching, arms out, forgetting to breathe; the beat
of her heart tumbled bright about her lure at the bottom of
the stream. As I’ve tried to show, Sophie was an unashamed,
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unreconstructed, unrepentant, uncontrite, unabashed recidivist steelhead addict; but for all of that, I love her, so what
can I do but follow?
***

For me, the one essential ingredient Sophie asked of fishing,
the one thing that insures that I’ll always be back trying again,
however reluctantly, is its glorious uncertainty. And I must
admit that I might have contracted just a tiny-tiny bit of her
steelhead addiction. I blame Sophie for what seems to be a developing piscatorial infection because in spite of the many, if
not incessant dour admonishments from others suffering from
the contagion, re the exigent hazards of the addiction; it takes
only one glance from Sophie to kindle a conflagration that
leaves all persuasions to the contrary in ashes.
On that day I too longed to feel my own line come up tight
and then race with life. John Muir once wrote something to
the effect that when you pull on a single thing in nature, you
find it connected to the rest of the world. I too wanted to feel
that tug of connection. But every day it gets harder to make
that metaphorical approach to the universe. I think of all that
steelhead mean and what man has done to them.
I always anticipate a steelhead, but somehow never quite
believe it when the strike finally comes. In the late evening a
steelhead took my fly with a tremendous grab. At first there
was an alarming sensation of being played by both the fish
and the stream at once, of not being in control. In that initial
burst of panic, I cared little whether the steelhead was wild
bred or not, only that it fought with all the strength and resolution of its great Pacific journey home. In the end I tailed
the fish in the shallows and watched the icy stream pour over
its sea metals, its flank as cold and bright as a winter star. I
pulled the hook and eased the fish back into the current and
let the river reclaim him. I wondered (from the steelhead’s
point of view), if, in discussing this near-death escape experience with a friend, he might say, “We have this stream with
its ponds; but is there anything beyond?”
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“Yes,” his friend might answer, “there’s a place of unfading moths, immortal flies, and the worm that never dies. And
in that heaven there shall be no more land.”
End
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